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"Little ones in need of positive reinforcement will find it here. An exuberant pig proclaims "I like me!"

She likes the way she looks, and all her activities....When she makes a mistake she picks herself up

and tries again." --Booklist"Wonderful in its simplicity, here's a story that will help kids feel good

about themselves." -- Boston GLobe
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My mother bought a copy of this title for me to give to her future grandchild. I was so inspired by it,

that I want to give it to all of my friends now. This book has delightful drawings and a wonderful

message. This book is fun to read as an adult and a child. It is so important that children and adults

are surrounded by positive messages like the one this book has to offer. I recommend it for

everyone!

I satrted reading this book to my daughter when she was one. She loved to kiss the pig on the last

page good night. This book taught her to "try and try again" no matter how much trouble she was

having. Many times when she would get frustrated while learning a new skill instead of crying she



would stop and say "try again". I buy this for all the baby girls I know. My one year old son does love

it too!

Just to add to other great reviewers' points, this book is perfect for conveying joy in life's many

possible activities, even when you don't have someone else to share them with. I counsel lots of

folks to whom I loan my copy - parents of one child who worry their child will be lonely if an "only",

single moms who also welcome reminders that life can be fun even when you aren't in a

relationship, and parents-to-be who worry their child will feel badly about differences, for ex. if

they're adopted or conceived with the help of a donor [the topic of my book]. This pig bravely goes

on learning even when she's embarrassed or makes mistakes - so this is a good book for parents

and kids!

The message of this self-esteem building book is above my 2 years olds comprehension right now,

but the illustrations of this confident pig's day include lots of colorful object for a young child to point

out. And when I noticed how hard it was for me to read the sentence, "I like my round tummy"

without editorializing, I realized it is a pretty important message for mothers too.

I found this book to be very uplifting. My children (girls -3yr & 2 yr) loved it. It estabilishes self

confidence by reminding us of activities that we do daily-- by ourselves. The book gives us a lot of

reasons to be proud of ourselves. Caution: the main character is a girl pig and I was told not to buy

the book for our cousin (boy - 5 yr) because he is sensitive to gender (he wouldn't relate to it). I

would definately recommend this book for children (boys and girls) or even a depressed adult!

One type of reader this book is great for are those who have great imaginings but very few friends

for whatever reason. Through this book, we learn we can be our own best friend through self-love

and self-awareness. It would also be great for introverts and people with chronic illness or sadness.

The main character seems to believe it's possible to be alone without lonely, and I like that.

I bought this for my nieces. While it seems to make all children happy when someone reads a cute

story to them my nieces seem to really enjoy this book. How do I know they like this book so much?

They are attentive, they smile, they laugh and they hug. What's more precious than that?

So I love this book and I was so excited to get a copy for my daughter, but I'm so disappointed in



the quality of the book itself. Several of the pages never perforated at the top, and I had to tear them

apart myself, leaving weird, raggedy tops. The back cover looks like it was printed in the wrong

orientation, which is less of a big deal, but still weird. What happened here, Puffin? You're better

than this.
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